
micron 5 - qtrality proven again and again!

For many years the micron 5 has been the classic handheld
transmitter from HBC-radiomatic and the best alternative to the
pendant. More than 50,000 transmitters sold confirms the popu-
larity of the transmitter. And there is a reason for that: the micron 5
stands for robustness, ease of use and reliability!

The transmitter is equipped with a standard of up to 10 two-step
push buttons with metal reinforcement as well as the electronic
key radiomatic@ iON. iON guarantees the safe connection of the
radio system and enables the quick operation of back-up trans-
mitters.

A fast and easy-to-use E-stop button as well as a standard rub-
ber impact protector ensure necessary safety. With its hand
strap, the transmitter offers a secure and comfortable grip at all
times. The powerful exchangeable NiMH battery (without memory
effect) also comes as standard. B hours of continuous operating
time is possible without worry!

Details at a glance:

. Up to 10 two-step push buttons.

. LED for indication of battery or operating status.
r radiomatic@ iON.
. STOP impact switch.
. Frequency ranges: 400 - 475 MHz,868 - 928 MHz.
. Exchangeable N|MH battery without memory effect.
. Approx. B hours of continuous operating time.
. Robust plastic housing, protection class lP 55.
. Weight: only 450 grams (15.9 ounces) including battery.
. 0ptions: carrying kit, rotary switch with up to 5 positions,

radiomatic@ AFS (Automatic Frequency Selection),
catch-release, tandem operation, radiomatic@ infrakey.

. Suitable receivers: FSE 508, FSE 509, FSE 516, FSE 524.

With the belt cl ip the transmitter is
always at hand, but never in the wayl
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0ption: carrying kit. Change the battery within seconds!


